
               “ Summer Holidays are here, Let’s Give A Big Cheer” 
Holidays Homework &Work Sheet (2019-2020) 

Subject-(Social Science) Class-VI 
                                                       Lesson 1,8,9,22 
  Geography- Lesson 1 – The Planet Earth and the Solar System 
 
  Define the following: 

1. Celestial bodies                              
2. Galaxy                                                                           
3. Light Year 
4. Constellations 
5. Orbits 
6. Nebula 
7. Terrestrial Planets 
8. Satellites 
9. Asteroids 
10. Meteoroids 

   
Brainstorming questions: 
Q:- What is full Moon and New Moon? 
Q:-Why can’t Moon support any form of life? 
Q:-Why do we see one side of moon always? 
Q:-What is the object that all the planets in our solar system orbits? 

      History Ch-8  Studying the Past, Ch-9 Life of early man 
     Define the following: 

1. Monuments 
2. Skeletons 
3. Inscriptions 
4. Epigraphy 
5. Numismatics 
6. Manuscripts 
7. Fossils 
8. Lustre 
9. Bake 

    10.Domestication 



Brainstorming Questions: 
Q:-Why did early man feel to need tools?
Q:- Name the states of India where the remains of the Neolithic tools have been found.
Q: -Write any three differences between Paleolithic age and Neolithic age.
Q:- How  did the Paleolithic man discovered
 

 

  Ch-22  Democracy and Government 
  Define the following: 

1. Democracy 
2. Government 
3. Universal adult franchise 
4. Coercion 
5. Dictatorship 
6. Poverty 
7. Violence 

Why did early man feel to need tools? 
Name the states of India where the remains of the Neolithic tools have been found.
Write any three differences between Paleolithic age and Neolithic age. 

eolithic man discovered fire? 

22  Democracy and Government  

8. Authoritarianism

Read the diagram and give answer
    
    
 

Q:What is direct democracy?

Q:What  is Representative democracy?

 

Name the states of India where the remains of the Neolithic tools have been found. 
 

Authoritarianism  

Read the diagram and give answers.
   
  

Q:What is direct democracy? 

is Representative democracy? 



 Prepare a scrap file of the teachings, of any four religions with the pictures of
 place of worship and holy books.

 The international year of Indigenous Languages is a United N

that aims to raise awareness of the consequences of the endangerment

languages across the world, with an aim to est
development, peace and reconciliation.

 Write a slogan of any of the political party of India 
 and any famous leader of the party in any Indian language in a creative way on A3 size sh
          (Based On UNO Theme – Indigenous languages

                               Wish you Safe and 

 

Prepare a scrap file of the teachings, of any four religions with the pictures of
place of worship and holy books. 

digenous Languages is a United Nations Observance 

hat aims to raise awareness of the consequences of the endangerment

across the world, with an aim to establish a link between language, 
development, peace and reconciliation. 

Write a slogan of any of the political party of India along with the pictures of Symbol,
any famous leader of the party in any Indian language in a creative way on A3 size sh

Indigenous languages 2019) 
Wish you Safe and Happy Holidays! 

Prepare a scrap file of the teachings, of any four religions with the pictures of their founders , 

ations Observance in 2019 
hat aims to raise awareness of the consequences of the endangerment of Indigenous 

ablish a link between language,  

 
along with the pictures of Symbol, Flag 

any famous leader of the party in any Indian language in a creative way on A3 size sheet. 


